Introduction {#s1}
============

Inherited metabolic diseases (IMDs) are a vast and diverse group of rare genetic disorders. Although individually rare, their collective incidence is substantial; occurring in roughly 1 in 800 live births \[[@R1]\]. IMDs are characterized by the aberrant synthesis or deficiency of enzymes or other proteins, such as receptors or transporters, involved in biochemical pathways essential for metabolism. The blockage of a metabolic pathway results in the accumulation of upstream toxic substrates leading to organ intoxication or failure to synthesize downstream essential nutrients \[[@R2],[@R3]\]. In many of these diseases, the underlying cause of acute or chronic clinical symptoms are single gene mutations. In acute cases, patients may present severe symptoms, such as liver failure or thromboembolic complications, as early as the newborn period. Whereas chronic cases are associated with failure to thrive and developmental delays. Genetic mutations associated with metabolic liver diseases are typically inherited as autosomal recessive, but also occur through X-linked or co-dominant inheritance modes. 

The liver is a critical organ for most metabolic pathways and is, thus, the target tissue for many IMDs. Replacement of the diseased liver with a liver allograft from a healthy donor in a liver transplant procedure represents the only definitive therapy available for IMDs of the liver with the majority of transplants for IMD patients occurring in the pediatric age group \[[@R4]\]. Liver transplantation is associated with a 5-year patient survival rate greater than 88 percent in children with IMDs; providing correction in enzymatic defects prior to presenting structural liver damage \[[@R5],[@R6]\]. Liver allographs from heterozygous donors, such as obligate heterozygous parents of patients can be used for transplantation. Post-transplantation, the recipient will have the same phenotype as the donor with correction conferred by the functional gene copy and, in some cases, require additional medical therapy \[[@R7]-[@R9]\]. Despite the clinical benefits, liver transplantation is limited by a high mortality risk and post-transplant complications as well as side effects from life-long treatment with immunosuppressive therapy to prevent graft rejection \[[@R5],[@R6]\]. Presently, there is a shortage of safe and effective therapeutic options for IMD patients. 

The limitations of liver transplantation have provided the impetus to develop novel liver-based gene therapies for metabolic diseases. Gene therapy and the emerging precision genome editing tools have shown great promise as therapeutic options for IMDs. Here we describe the potential application of gene therapy and genome-editing based approaches for curing IMDs of the liver. This review focuses on select metabolic liver disorders investigated in preclinical and clinical gene therapy studies, and describes technical and clinical challenges as well as potential future directions for advancing a novel therapy for metabolic liver disease using each approach discussed. 

Conventional Gene Therapy for Metabolic Liver Disease  {#s2}
======================================================

The premise of gene therapy is to transfer and activate the forced expression of the functional copy of the aberrant gene within clinically relevant cells from the patient using viral vectors. For IMDs of the liver, the goal of gene therapy is to obtain high levels of therapeutic gene transfer and expression in the patient's hepatocytes or in extrahepatic tissues, correcting the disease phenotype as an autologous approach. In the proceeding paragraphs, we provide a critical assessment of conventional gene therapy studies for the treatment of metabolic liver disorders while elaborating on critical limitations of gene therapy that impede its clinical application. 

Familial Hypercholesterolemia  {#s2a}
------------------------------

One type of inborn error of hepatocellular metabolism is familial hypercholesterolemia (FH), a life threatening autosomal co-dominant disorder. According to recent epidemiological data, heterozygous FH occurs in 1 in 200 people, and up to 1 in 160,000 people have homozygous FH \[[@R10]-[@R12]\]. The most common form of FH is caused by the inheritance of one or two copies of LDL receptor (*LDLR*) null mutant genes, resulting in up to 10 times higher LDL cholesterol (LDL-C) levels in the blood and 100 times enhanced risk for early atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, mainly coronary artery and aortic valve disease, compared to the general population and death in the 20s when left untreated \[[@R10],[@R11]\]. While patients homozygous for FH generally have the severe form of the disease, the severity also depends on the mutation-associated residual LDLR activity. Lifelong lipid lowering therapies, such as statins, are the standard treatment for patients with homozygous FH starting in early childhood. Although providing enhanced survival, lipid lowering therapy fails to achieve LDL-C target levels and is further limited by tolerability and efficacy issues \[[@R11],[@R13]\]. LDL apheresis, a procedure involving plasma removal of LDL-C, is the standard treatment for homozygous FH patients with low tolerance for drug therapy, but levels of LDL-C rebound within days after treatment, necessitating weekly administration \[[@R14]\]. 

Homozygous FH was the first metabolic liver disorder treated in a gene therapy clinical trial, specifically using the gene therapy approach developed by Grossman *et al*., involving retroviral transduction of wild-type *LDLR* into the patient's hepatocytes *ex vivo* \[[@R15]\]. The approach also involved the transplantation of transduced hepatocytes back into the patient. Although successful in a single patient study \[[@R16]\], the pilot clinical trial showed patient-specific variable levels of reduced serum LDL as well as failure to achieve normalized LDL-C levels and improve hypercholesterolemia likely due to low gene transfer and repopulation efficiency by transduced hepatocytes \[[@R15]\]. Compared to other viral vector systems, including retroviral vectors, the adeno-associated virus (AAV) is safer for gene therapy because they exist mainly as extrachromosomal DNA within the transduced cell with low levels of integration \[[@R17]\]. Recent preclinical studies using LDLR expressing AAV8 (serotype 8) vectors, selected for its strong hepatocyte tropism, has shown promising results in correcting cholesterol levels *in vivo* using humanized FH mouse models \[[@R18],[@R19]\]. These studies showed significantly reduced total and non-high density lipoprotein plasma cholesterol levels within seven days of vector administration that was sustained for six months along with regression of atherosclerosis. The major limitation in these studies was the dose dependent long-term correction of FH, such that the most significant total cholesterol level reduction was observed for the highest vector dose. Additional limitations include dose dependent gene transfer and transgene expression in hepatocytes as well as unclear long-term safety of the vector doses required for metabolic response \[[@R18],[@R19]\]. A phase 1/2 clinical trial involving 12 patients is currently ongoing to evaluate the safety of the AAV8 *LDLR* vector and the efficacy of the gene therapy (NCT02651675). 

Hemophilia {#s2b}
----------

Hemophilia is a debilitating X-linked recessive blood clotting disorder characterized by life threatening and spontaneous bleeding episodes and delayed blood clotting. Hemophilia A is caused by inherited deficiency of clotting factor VIII (FVIII) and occurs in 1 in 5,000 to 10,000 male births \[[@R20]\]. In hemophilia B, the molecular basis is the deficiency or loss of factor IX (FIX) and it has an incidence of 1 in 30,000 males globally \[[@R21]\]. The standard treatment for hemophilia is intravenous injection of recombinant FVIII or FIX. Because small increases in FIX expression levels ameliorates the disease phenotype, hemophilia B is a candidate for gene therapy. A recent gene therapy study for severe hemophilia B using AAV8 vectors showed promising results in a human trial (NCT00979238). After one year of therapy, 70 percent of participants discontinued intravenous recombinant FIX replacement therapy, whereas the frequency of recombinant therapy was reduced in 30 percent of patients \[[@R22]\]. While gene therapy has shown promise as a treatment for hemophilia type B, type A is more challenging to treat using this approach due to high risks of immunogenicity, a larger *F8* transgene sequence that is difficult to package into a viral vector, and low protein expression levels following viral transduction \[[@R23]\]. FVIII stimulates the generation of neutralizing anti-FVIII antibody inhibitors and drug resistance in 25 to 30 percent of patients, underscoring the major barrier that immunogenicity presents to the advancement of a gene therapy for hemophilia A \[[@R23]\]. To address the issue caused by the large *F8* transgene size and facilitate its packaging into AAV8 vectors, the FVIII B domain, not critical to the FVIII clotting function, was removed. The administration of AAV8 vector containing the human B domain deleted *F8* resulted in improved therapy without induction of cellular stress response-mediated toxicity in hepatocytes at low vector doses in hemophilia A mice \[[@R23],[@R24]\]. Although these pre-clinical results support the clinical advancement of AAV8-mediated delivery of FVIII for hemophilia A (NCT02576795), the safety of long-term FVIII expression should be further evaluated in larger animal models and clinical setting. 

Ornithine Transcarbamylase Deficiency  {#s2c}
--------------------------------------

Ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC) deficiency is an X-linked partially dominant urea cycle disorder with a prevalence of 1 in 14,000 \[[@R25],[@R26]\]. Patients with OTC deficiency, predominantly hemizygous males, inherit one mutant *OTC* allele resulting in truncated or misshaped OTC enzymes with suboptimal functionality \[[@R27]\]. The OTC enzyme catalyzes reactions within the liver that convert nitrogen, generated from protein metabolism, to urea for excretion by the kidneys. The absence of functional OTC enzyme leads to ammonia accumulation within the body and a wide array of symptoms, including neurological abnormalities, progressive liver damage, abnormal lung function and body temperature, and seizures \[[@R28]\]. The treatment for the disorder involves dietary restrictions and drug therapy. In severe cases, liver transplantation is required. Recent advancements in gene therapy offer new hope for an alternative curative strategy for OTC deficiency. In the preclinical study by Wang *et al*., recombinant AAV2/8 vectors containing human *OTC*cDNA were administered into spf^ash^ mouse model and resulted in nearly a 100-fold increase in OTC expression comparable to healthy wild-type mice. In addition, the AAV-mediated delivery provided a 50 to 70 percent transduction efficiency and significantly reduced the OTC deficiency biomarker, urinary orotic aciduria \[[@R29]\]. Similar results were observed in a follow-up study using an OTC knock-out mouse model. Mice treated with AAV2/8 *hOTC* vectors showed correction of OTC deficiency with significant reduction in liver damage compared to controls \[[@R30]\]. Although these preclinical studies show promising results, clinical studies are needed to thoroughly evaluate the efficacy and safety, particularly immunogenicity, using these recently developed AAV8 vectors. Recently, a Phase 1/2 clinical study was initiated to assess the safety of AAV8-mediated gene transfer of OTC in adults with late-onset OTC deficiency (NCT02991144). In the first gene therapy clinical trial for OTC deficiency initiated in the late 1990s, the administration of adenovirus type 5 vector containing the human *OTC* cDNA resulted in a fatal inflammatory response \[[@R31],[@R32]\]. This occurrence highlights the issues associated with transitioning from preclinical to clinical trials when advancing gene therapy as well as the risks associated with viral mediated gene transfer. 

Hereditary Tyrosinemia Type 1 {#s2d}
-----------------------------

Hereditary tyrosinemia type 1 (HT1) is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by severe liver and renal dysfunction and occurs in 1 in 100,000 individuals globally \[[@R33],[@R34]\]. HT1 is caused by mutations in the fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase (*FAH*) gene resulting in non-functional FAH enzyme involved in the final step of the tyrosine catabolism pathway. The absence of FAH activity leads to the accumulation of toxic metabolites, oxidative damage in the liver that progresses to liver failure and hepatocarcinoma, injury in the kidneys, and neurological crisis as early as neonatal age \[[@R33]\]. The standard treatment for HT1 consists of protein-restricted diet with the drug 2-(2-nitro-4- trifluoromethylbenzoyl)-1,3 cyclohexane dione (NTBC). NTBC blocks the accumulation of toxic metabolites by inhibiting the 4-OH phenylpyruvate dioxygenase (HPD) enzyme upstream of FAH. Liver transplantation is the only curative therapy available for HT1 \[[@R35]\]. 

Preclinical studies for viral-mediated gene transfer for correction of HT1 have been completed over the past two decades. The study by Paulk *et al*. evaluated the use of AAV2 and 8 vector systems for targeted integration of wild-type murine *Fah* via homologous recombination in neonatal and adult FAH deficient mice. The results from the study showed correction efficiencies up to 0.1 percent for the AAV8 vector. Withdrawal of NTBC following administration of viral vectors and partial hepatectomy enabled the small population of repaired hepatocytes in AAV treated mice to have a selective proliferative advantage in the regenerating liver, resulting in FAH^+^ hepatocytes consisting of greater than 50 percent of the liver accompanied by correction of the disease phenotype \[[@R36]\]. In the preclinical study by Wang *et al*., AAV2 and 8 vector systems containing human *FAH* flanked by homology arms for 28S ribosomal repeat DNA recued FAH deficient mice at 10 to 30 times lower vector doses and higher transgene integration compared to FAH vectors without homologous sequences \[[@R37]\]. The major weakness of these studies is that low levels of integration events (2 to 4 percent in \[[@R37]\]) attributed to homologous recombination were observed, which indicates that non-specific vector integration is responsible for the stable integration of the transgene. Further studies are needed to characterize the non-specific integration sites. *Ex vivo* liver-directed gene therapy was also demonstrated in FAH deficient animal models \[[@R38]\]. With these studies in mind, gene therapy for repair of the *FAH* has been effective in animal models, mainly because corrected cells in HT1 have a natural competitive advantage for the repopulation of the liver. 

Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Deficiency {#s2e}
------------------------------

Alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency is an autosomal co-dominant disorder occurring in 1 in 3,500 live births and is characterized by low or absence of AAT serum levels. AAT is a serine protease inhibitor, encoded by *SERPINA1*, primarily expressed and secreted by hepatocytes into the plasma where it protects against local connective tissue degradation by neutrophil elastase as well as other proteases \[[@R39]\]. Patients with AAT deficiency have a single point mutation (Glu34Lys; Z allele) in the *SERPINA1*resulting in AAT protein polymerization in hepatocytes, manifesting as pediatric liver disease, including cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma, and in adults as pulmonary disease \[[@R40]\]. Available therapies for AAT deficiency consists of weekly intravenous injections of plasma AAT, and lung augmentation and transplantation for severe cases of lung disease as well as liver transplantation \[[@R40],[@R41]\]. After showing robust and persistent AAT serum levels in mouse \[[@R42]\] and non-human primate models \[[@R43]\], clinical trials evaluating the safety and efficacy of AAV2 (Phase I, NCT00377416) and AAV1 (Phase II, NCT01054339 and NCT00430768) vectors for intramuscular transduction of *AAT* transgene in AAT deficient patients were conducted. Overall, the clinical studies showed dose dependent, transiently detectable AAT levels persisting only with the highest vector doses \[[@R44]-[@R46]\]. The most robust transgene expression measured was only 3 percent of the therapeutic target level, and persisted for up to one year after vector injection, with the highest AAV2 vector dose \[[@R47]\]. Additional weaknesses of these studies are that they involved multiple intramuscular injections for transgene delivery; recipients showed rapid development and persistence of capsid specific T-cells and neutralizing antibodies in the peripheral blood, although without apparent toxicity; and target AAT expression levels were not met \[[@R44]-[@R47]\]. The activated immune response was suggested to be responsible for the limited efficacy in these studies. Additional serotypes of AAV vectors along with different delivery strategies were investigated. The preclinical study by Chiuchiolo *et al*. showed promising results obtained with the nonhuman primate-derived AAVrh.10 serotype vector administered intrapleurally \[[@R48]\], leading to the recent Phase 1/2 study in humans (NTC02168686). 

Challenges with Conventional Gene Therapy {#s2f}
-----------------------------------------

AAV vectors have been applied for gene therapy strategies as a safer alternative compared to retroviral and adenoviral vectors that were linked to severe adverse events during early clinical gene therapy trials \[[@R49]-[@R51]\]. Although many of the recent preclinical and clinical studies using AAV vectors show promising results, the efficacy and safety of these vectors is still a major concern. Insertional mutagenesis by AAVs leading to a significant increase in hepatocellular carcinoma in neonatal mice has been observed \[[@R52]-[@R54]\]. Further, the study by Nault *et al*. observed clonal AAV insertions in cancer driver genes in 11 cases of hepatocellular carcinomas, suggesting potential oncogenicity of AAV vectors \[[@R55]\]. An additional issue with gene therapy concerns its pediatric application: as cells in developing livers or extrahepatic tissues proliferate following viral transduction, the non-integrated AAV vectors can become diluted out \[[@R56]\], limiting the efficacy of the therapy. Further, AAVs have associated immunogenicity issues as 38 percent of the western population have anti-AAV neutralizing antibodies, and thus would be precluded from gene therapy that use these vectors \[[@R57]\]. As observed in many of the preclinical studies discussed above, the development of anti-AAV antibodies results in the clearance of transduced cells containing the transgene and, thus necessitate potentially unsafe high viral doses. 

Nuclease-Mediated Correction of Metabolic Liver Disease {#s3}
=======================================================

Genome Editing Tools {#s3a}
--------------------

Genome editing tools are tailorable nucleases with unprecedented potential to advance the goals of a gene therapy for IMDs. Unlike conventional gene therapy that only activates the expression of a recombinant transgene, therapeutic genome editing provides versatile strategies to precisely modify genes to correct an IMD-related deficiency while simultaneously engineering target cells to have a selective advantage for proliferation. The basis for genetic manipulation using nucleases is the activation of a double-stranded break (DSB) at a precise location in the genome for repair by two main pathways: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homology directed repair (HDR). The error prone NHEJ pathway can be leveraged to disrupt a gene and knockdown its expression ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Whereas the HDR pathway involves high fidelity repair of broken ends using endogenous or exogenous template sequences. By delivering a homologous donor template, either as a plasmid or short single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), along with a nuclease, the HDR pathway activates precise, site-specific gene correction or insertion ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). 

The first generation of genome editing tools are protein-based nucleases, including zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) and transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs). ZFNs are hybrid proteins consisting of a tandem array of 3 to 6 Cys~2~-His~2~ zinc finger protein (ZFP) DNA-binding domains, each recognizing 3 base pairs in DNA, fused to a *FokI*restriction enzyme nuclease domain. A pair of ZFNs binding to neighboring target sequences in an inverted orientation separated by a spacer region to enable *FokI*dimerization results in the generation of a DSB at a precise location in the genome \[[@R58]\] ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). TALENs consist of modular TALE DNA binding domains, each recognizing a specific nucleotide, fused to *FokI*. Similar to ZFNs, the generation of a DSB requires a TALEN pair, each binding to adjacent DNA segments separated by spacing for *FokI*dimerization \[[@R59]\] ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). These tools are limited by complicated design and assembly procedures as well as narrow targeting ranges particularly for ZFNs \[[@R60]\]. 

Recently, we have seen the advent of the second generation of programmable genome editing tools known as RNA-guided nucleases for genome editing in a wide variety of organisms \[[@R61]-[@R63]\]. This category of tools consists of clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9) system from the bacterial adaptive immune system. In this system, the Cas9 nuclease from the type II CRISPR system in *Streptococcus pyogenes* is directed to a 20-nucleotide target sequence by a 100-nucleotide engineered single-guide RNA (sgRNA) that base pairs to the target site through Watson-Crick base-pairing rules. The Cas9 protein generates a DSB at the complementary target site specified by the sgRNA immediately 5' of the NGG protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequence \[[@R64],[@R65]\] ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). The CRISPR-Cas9 system is an immensely powerful and versatile tool because of its facile design, such that changing the 20-nucleotide targeting sgRNA sequence redirects the system to a desired target; it is amenable to multiplex gene targeting; has a broad targeting range; and robust nuclease activity. The CRISPR-Cas9 system's main disadvantage is it tolerates mismatches between the sgRNA target domain and gene sequences that facilitates high off-target activity and unwanted gene modifications \[[@R66],[@R67]\]. Because of the high off-target activity, thorough screening of CRISPR activity at potential off-target sites is required during the design stage of a given sgRNA. This challenge inspired the characterization and development of new CRISPR-Cas systems and Cas9 orthologs. For example, a recently characterized RNA-guided nuclease is the putative type V CRISPR-Cas system, consisting of a Cas protein named Cpf1 and 42 nucleotide single-guide CRISPR RNA (crRNA). The Cpf1 nuclease from *Acidaminococcus sp. BV3L6* and *Lachnospiraceae bacterium ND2006*activates DSBs at complementary 23 nucleotide target sites 3' of the TTTN PAM sequence \[[@R68]\] ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). The CRISPR-Cpf1 system has been shown to provide higher specificity compared to the Cas9 system, although at the price of lower on-target activity \[[@R69]\]. The hybrid of the catalytically inactive dCas9 and *FokI (*fCas9) was recently developed to enhance the DNA cleavage specificity of the CRISPR system. In this system, a DSB is activated by the dimerization of two distinct fCas9 domains directed to adjacent target sites by two sgRNAs binding 15 or 25 bp apart \[[@R70]\] ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C). In the following paragraphs we will explore the development of therapeutic strategies involving genome editing tools for IMDs of the liver as summarized in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. 

Nuclease-mediated Gene Correction of IMD Mutations {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------------

One potential therapeutic strategy for IMDs involves the activation of HDR-mediated gene correction using a programmable nuclease and a donor template DNA containing a therapeutic transgene sequence. The nuclease, designed to target the mutant gene, facilitates HDR-mediated replacement of the mutant sequence in the patient's genome with the therapeutic gene sequence from the donor template leading to *in situ* correction. The advantage of *in situ* correction is that it enables the expression of the corrected gene to remain under the control of endogenous regulatory elements. Alternatively, nucleases can be programmed to target a safe harbor site for HDR-mediated gene insertion of the therapeutic transgene with or without promoter elements from the donor template. The hallmark of both HDR-mediated gene modification approaches is that they involve precise, site-directed gene alterations, which provides improved safety compared to conventional gene therapy that has associated risks of random gene insertion. 

An early study by Li *et al*. demonstrated the feasibility of using ZFNs and donor template DNA to induce HDR-mediated gene correction *in vivo* in a mouse model of hemophilia B \[[@R71]\]. The donor template DNA constructed with wild-type *hF9* exons 2-8, spanning the site with 95 percent of *F9* mutations, was delivered along with ZFNs using AAV8 vectors injected by intra-peritoneal injection into 2-day old neonatal mice. In this study, up to 3 percent HDR was observed in the extracted liver DNA accompanied by HDR-dependent plasma hFIX levels up to 7 percent of normal by 10 weeks of life. The HDR efficiency was sufficient to correct the coagulation time in the hemophilia B mice treated with ZFNs and donor template vectors. ZFN cleavage activity was observed in one off-target site at 1/10^th^ the on-target activity. Further, compared to the conventional gene transfer strategy, genome editing provided higher and more persistent hFIX levels, whereas hFIX levels reduced dramatically with the episomal *hF9* vector \[[@R71]\]. The loss of plasma hFIX levels after conventional viral mediated-gene transfer supports previous observations of AAV vectors, primarily existing as extra-chromosomal DNA, becoming lost in developing livers after a single vector administration \[[@R56]\]. In a separate study, AAV-mediated delivery of ZFNs and donor template vector was demonstrated in adult mice, resulting in long-term hFIX levels averaging 23 percent of normal and corrected clotting times \[[@R72]\], thus, providing evidence that *in vivo* HDR-mediated gene targeting is feasible at clinically meaningful levels in quiescent adult livers. As mentioned above, safe harbor sites represent an alternative targeting region for therapeutic transgene insertion by HDR. In the study by Sharma *et al*. AAV8 vectors containing ZFNs aiming the murine albumin gene and donor template encoding a promoter-free cassette of *hF9* exons 2-8 injected into adult mice resulted in stable, corrective hFIX levels in the blood \[[@R73]\]. This study showed that intron 1 of the albumin gene is ideal as a safe harbor site because it provides high levels of functional transgene expression from an endogenous liver specific promoter with the use of a single ZFN design, providing the foundation for a versatile therapeutic strategy applicable to other IMDs of the liver. 

*In situ* gene correction of liver-based IMDs has been demonstrated using the CRISPR-Cas9 system and a variety of delivery strategies. In the study by Guan *et al*., CRISPR-Cas9 nucleases were used to develop a mouse model of hemophilia B recapitulating the genotype and severe disease phenotype observed in a family carrying a novel *hF9*mutation \[[@R74]\]. Hydrodynamic tail vein injection of naked DNA encoding for CRISPR-Cas9 targeting the *hF9* mutation site (in exon 8) along with donor template DNA, either short ssDNA or long plasmid DNA, in the patient-specific hemophilia mouse model resulted in 0.56 percent HDR, which was sufficient to normalize the coagulation times and dramatically enhance survival in a tail-clip challenge \[[@R74]\]. Although injection of naked DNA is not clinically feasible, the study reaffirms that modest levels of gene targeting is sufficient to ameliorate the hemophilia B disease phenotype. 

The study by Yin *et al*. demonstrates the application of CRISPR-Cas9 nucleases for correction of the *Fah* mutation in a mouse model of HT1 \[[@R75]\]. Hydrodynamic injection of plasmids encoding for the Cas9 system and corrective short ssDNA donor template resulted in robust enrichment of gene corrected hepatocytes, initially only 0.4 percent and eventually increased to 33.3 percent of hepatocytes, due to NTBC withdrawal, enabling rescue from liver damage \[[@R75]\]. In a follow up study, Yin *et al*. used a dual delivery system involving delivery of Cas9 mRNA by lipid nanoparticles and sgRNA along with donor template by AAV2/8 vectors to achieve 6 percent *in vivo* gene correction of the *Fah* mutation in hepatocytes accompanied by correction of the HT1 disease phenotype in mice \[[@R76]\]. In contrast to other IMD disease models, gene correction of mutant *Fah* in HT1 provides hepatocytes with a competitive advantage over unmodified diseased cells, resulting in an enrichment of gene corrected cells in the liver, particularly when combined with cycles of NTBC withdrawal. 

OTC deficiency is another disease model corrected using Cas9 nucleases in preclinical studies. The delivery of AAV8 vectors containing the Cas9 system and donor template in neonatal OTC mice resulted in 10 percent gene correction in hepatocytes along with a 40 percent reduction in blood ammonia levels as well as enhanced survival on a high protein diet \[[@R77]\]. In contrast to neonates, treated adult OTC mice had lower levels of gene correction (1.7 percent compared to 10 percent in neonates), which was insufficient to rescue OTC adults from severe ureagenesis likely attributed to large Cas9-induced indels detected only in the adult mice \[[@R77]\]. The study results suggest possible differences in DNA repair response between neonatal and adult hepatocytes. In reviewing the studies discussed so far, we learn that the low rate of *in situ* gene correction achieved in hepatocytes, particularly in adult cells, poses as a major challenge in advancing nucleases-mediated gene correction for clinical applications. 

The low frequency of HDR can be addressed using donor templates containing selection cassettes for gene targeting in induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). iPSCs are an attractive target cell for therapeutic genome editing of IMDs of the liver because they represent an unlimited source of human cells having the capacity to differentiate into hepatocyte-like cells. The seminal study by Yusa *et al*. was the first to provide proof-of-principle application of genome editing tools in human iPSCs for gene correction of an IMD \[[@R78]\]. In this study, ZFNs targeting the mutant z-allele and donor vector containing a puromycin cassette flanked by piggyBac repeats were transfected into iPSCs derived from patients with AAT deficiency. Following drug selection and removal of the selection cassette using piggyBac transposase, the iPSC lines showing correction in both z-alleles and unaltered genomes were differentiated into functional hepatocyte-like cells, capable of secreting normal enzymatically active monomeric AAT *in vitro*. Further, the corrected iPSC-derived hepatocyte-like cells were capable of integrating into the liver parenchyma in mice, providing strong evidence of *in vivo* functionality \[[@R78]\]. Correction of the z-allele in iPSC-derived hepatocyte-like cells from AAT deficient patients was also demonstrated using CRISPR-Cas9 nucleases \[[@R79]\]. Both studies showcase the potential to combine genome editing tools with iPSC technology as part of a cell-based therapeutic strategy. 

Nuclease-induced Gene Disruption of IMD Target Genes  {#s3c}
-----------------------------------------------------

In mammalian cells, particularly quiescent hepatocytes in adult livers, the DNA repair pathway choice favors NHEJ over the HDR pathway, thus, making gene disruption a more likely genome editing outcome compared to *in situ* gene correction. An alternative strategy for the treatment of IMDs involves nuclease-induced loss of function mutations in a therapeutic target gene. The study by Ding *et al*. represents one of the first preclinical studies demonstrating this strategy \[[@R80]\]. In this study, adenoviral vectors containing the CRISPR-Cas9 system targeting the proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (*PCSK9*) gene, an LDLR antagonist and therapeutic target for FH, injected into mice resulted in up to 50 percent cleavage activity in the *PCSK9* without detectable off-target effects in hepatocytes accompanied by 35 to 40 percent lower plasma cholesterol compared to controls \[[@R80]\]. A similar study by Wang *et al*. demonstrated high levels of CRISPR-Cas9 cleavage efficiency and knockdown of the *PCSK9* in human hepatocytes *in vivo*in a mouse model with chimeric humanized liver \[[@R81]\]. This study was critical because it provided a paradigm for preclinical evaluation of CRISPR-Cas9 systems targeting therapeutic genes in the human genome. A major weakness of these studies is that they involved the administration of adenoviral vectors, selected for testing because they provide high efficiency of delivery in mouse and human hepatocytes. Although not observed in \[[@R80],[@R81]\], other studies have observed evidence of hepatic injury due to adenoviral vector-induced immunogenicity with high vector doses \[[@R74],[@R82]\], indicating that safety of adenoviral vectors is a major issue. The AAV vector delivery system, selected because it is less immunogenic compared to other vectors, was used to confirm high levels of CRISPR-Cas9 disruption of *PCSK9* results in dramatically reduced serum PCSK9 and total cholesterol levels in mice \[[@R83]\]. In this study, the smaller Cas9 ortholog from *Staphylococcus aureus* enabled packaging of the CRISPR-Cas9 system into a single AAV delivery vector to mediate *in vivo* genome editing with high specificity \[[@R83]\]. Recently, lipid-like nanoparticles were used to deliver *PCSK9*-aiming sgRNA and Cas9 mRNA into hepatocytes *in vivo* resulting in a 50 percent reduction in PCSK9 levels following two injections of nanoparticles \[[@R84]\]. Although this study represents the first to use a non-viral system to deliver the entire CRISPR-Cas9 system into hepatocytes *in vivo*, it did not investigate whether the efficiency of *PSCK9* disruption was sufficient to correct an FH disease model. Further, this study did not evaluate whether the nanoparticle dose influenced the off-target cleavage activity. An additional therapeutic target proposed for FH is the Apoliporotein B (*APOB*) gene encoding the structural component in LDL particles. Jarrett *et al*. demonstrated that the co-injection of AAV-CRISPR vectors targeting *Apob*and*Ldlr*in miceresulted in an 82 percent reduction in plasma cholesterol and protection from atherosclerotic lesions in the aortae compared to FH disease mice treated with AAV-CRISPR-*Ldlr* vectors \[[@R85]\]. Interestingly, the concomitant disruption of *Apob* resulted in severe hepatic fat accumulation, which calls into question the safety of this strategy. Additional IMDs corrected in the literature using nucleases for NHEJ-mediated gene modification include hemophilia A \[[@R86]\] and HT1 \[[@R87]\]. 

Conclusions and Outlook  {#s4}
========================

Genome editing tools have the potential to establish promising applications of gene therapy for IMDs of the liver while providing novel curative options ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). IMD correction could occur by several different approaches using programmable nucleases in a precise and site-specific manner, including *in situ* gene correction, insertion of a wild-type transgene, knockdown of a therapeutic target gene, or gene inversion in the patient's liver or other extrahepatic organs *in vivo*. An alternative approach is *ex vivo* genome editing, particularly within the context of hepatocyte transplantation, involving isolation and gene targeting in the patient's hepatocytes for subsequent infusion back into the patient for the repopulation of the liver by corrected cells. However, hepatocyte transplantation is experimental and requires further advancements prior to its clinical application \[[@R88]\]. Patient-derived iPSCs is a more attractive target cell compared to terminally differentiated hepatocytes because of their unmatched proliferative potential and capacity to differentiate into hepatocyte-like cells; thus, representing an exciting area warranting continued investigation for cell therapies and the generation of patient-specific disease models \[[@R78],[@R89],[@R90]\]. In comparison to conventional gene therapy, genome editing has the advantage of providing permanent and site-specific correction in the patient's genome. AAVs will dilute out in a repopulating liver \[[@R56],[@R71]\], requiring multiple infusions of viral particles and higher safety risks. The application of integrative viral vectors, such as retroviral vectors, greatly enhances insertional mutagenesis risks \[[@R49],[@R91]\]. Further, genome editing provides the option for multiplexing, unmatched by conventional gene therapy, enabling new possibilities for engineering target cells, such that hepatocytes can be engineered to simultaneously correct the disease phenotype and have a competitive advantage for liver repopulation in a one-step process. For example, HPDknockdown has been shown to enhance liver repopulation by gene edited cells in the presence of drug inhibitors targeting the FAH enzyme, providing a system for the selection of gene edited hepatocytes \[[@R92]\]. Although nuclease-mediated gene therapy for IMDs is promising, there are several barriers to overcome for its clinical translation. Firstly, safe and efficient methods for delivery of functional nucleases and donor templates into target cells are lacking. Many preclinical studies performed to date have used viral vectors as well as hydrodynamic tail vein injection to deliver genome editing components into the liver \[[@R71],[@R72],[@R74],[@R75],[@R80]\]. The delivery of naked DNA is not clinically feasible. As a viral vector showing the best outcomes in clinical trials for liver disease, AAV8 vectors are the most practical as a delivery strategy for hepatic gene editing in humans, but immunogenicity and insertional mutagenesis risks are still a major concern. Therefore, future studies should focus on new recombinant AAV variants as described in \[[@R93]-[@R96]\] that eliminate immunogenicity risks and enhance potency as well as hepatocyte tropism. Lentiviral vectors are an alternative to AAVs. In contrast to AAVs, lentiviral vectors are associated with an absence of pre-existing immunity in patients. However, lentiviral vectors provide substantially lower transgene expression levels and higher proinflammatory risks compared to AAV8 vectors \[[@R97]\]. Non-viral delivery methods, such as lipid nanoparticles could deliver gene editing tools for targeting therapeutic genes *in vivo* as described in \[[@R84]\]. Future studies are needed to evaluate whether gene editing components delivered using lipid nanoparticles can correct an IMD disease model. Lipid nanoparticles are typically used to deliver nucleic acids, but modifications in nuclease proteins as described in \[[@R98]\] or the nanoparticle coating enable the possibility for nanoparticle delivery of safer and more potent forms of nucleases, such as Cas9 protein complexed with synthetic sgRNA. Further, lipid nanoparticles enable possible delivery of donor templates as asymmetrical ssDNA for high levels of HDR-mediated gene modification \[[@R99]\], which should be explored in future studies for therapeutic gene correction. However, developments in lipid nanoparticle modifications, delivery efficiency as well as specificity is warranted. Future studies should investigate other types of nanoparticles, including gold and polymer nanoparticles as delivery methods for genome editing components. Secondly, the optimization of genome editing tools to enhance their specificity is needed to ensure safety. To date, the CRISPR-Cas9 system is recognized as the most reliable and efficient tool available for therapeutic gene targeting applications, but it is associated with high frequency of off-target cleavage \[[@R100],[@R101]\]. Recently, the class II CRISPR-Cas systems consisting of the Cpf1 nuclease has been shown to provide higher specificity compared to Cas9 nucleases, but at the cost of lower on-target activity \[[@R69],[@R102]\]. Additional advantages of the Cpf1 system over Cas9 nucleases is the generation of 5' overhangs that may be more favorable for HDR and non-HDR-mediated precise gene insertion or correction as well as shorter guide sequences for easier and cost-effective synthesis or packing into AAVs. Another CRISPR-Cas variant that addresses the off-target effects associated with the Cas9 system is the recently developed RNA-guided *FokI* nucleases, shown to provide high levels of gene targeting accompanied by enhanced specificity compared to the Cas9 system \[[@R103]-[@R105]\]. These new CRISPR variants should be tested in future preclinical studies for correction of an IMD. Thirdly, the production of humanized animal models is paramount to the clinical translation of genome editing strategies and is lacking for many IMDs of the liver. The CRISPR-Cas system enables fast and facile generation of mutation-specific disease models for IMDs that better recapitulate the human disease pathology and facilitate accurate assessment of therapeutic strategies in preclinical studies. 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![**Gene modification outcomes using genome editing tools.**After the nuclease has located the target sequence it induces a DSB. The DSB is resolved by endogenous DNA repair machinery via the HDR or NHEJ pathway. NHEJ-mediated repair (shown on the left) involves random insertion and deletion of base pairs at the break site and results in gene disruption. Alternatively, the HDR-mediated repair in the presence of a donor template DNA, either a short ssDNA (right) or long plasmid (center), results in a desired sequence to be incorporated for gene correction or insertion of a new gene.](yjbm_90_4_553_g01){#F1}

![**Protein-based programmable nucleases.**(**A**) A ZFN pair consisting of a tandem array of ZFP domains, each binding to 3 nucleotides, fused to a *FokI* nuclease bound to adjacent DNA segments in an inverted orientation. Dimerization between the FokI domains activates a DSB at a location specified by the ZFP binding domains. (**B**) A TALEN pair bound to effector elements in the genome in a tail to tail orientation. Each TALEN consists of TALE repeat domains, each recognizing a single nucleotide, fused to a *FokI*nuclease domain. The effector domains from a TALEN pair bind to adjacent effector elements in a tail to tail orientation with optimized spacing. A DSB is induced by dimerized *FokI* domains upon binding of the TALE domains to the DNA target sites.](yjbm_90_4_553_g02){#F2}

![**RNA-guided nucleases.**(**A**) An engineered 100 nucleotide sgRNA directs the Cas9 protein to a specific 20 nucleotide target sequence, which is found adjacent to the 5' end of the PAM sequence. The 20 nucleotides base-pair with the target strand, which correctly positions the RuvC and HNH nuclease domains to generate a DSB at the complementary target site. (**B**) An engineered 42 nucleotide single-guide crRNA directs the Cpf1 protein to a specific 23 nucleotide target sequence, which is located adjacent to the 3' end of the PAM sequence. The crRNA can then base-pair with the target strand, thereby positioning the two RuvC nuclease domains to generate a DSB. The RuvC domain on the target strand will generate a cut \~19 bp down from the PAM sequence, while the RuvC domain on the nontarget strand will generate a cut \~23 bp down from the PAM sequence, creating a DSB that has 5' overhangs of \~5 nucleotides. (**C**) A programmed sgRNA directs a hybrid catalytically inactive dCas9 protein with a FokI nuclease called (fCas9) to the 5' end of the PAM sequence. After the target nucleotide sequence base-pairs with the target strand, dimerization with an identical but inverted fCas9 allows the FokI nucleases to generate a DSB between the two fCas9 monomers bound \~15 or 25 bp apart.](yjbm_90_4_553_g03){#F3}

![**Schematic of genome editing approaches for treating metabolic liver diseases.**Hepatocytes are harvested from the patient and introduced with nucleases aiming the IMD target gene with or without donor template DNA *ex vivo* for *in situ* gene correction or target gene disruption. Alternatively, iPSCs derived from the patient can be used as target cells for *ex vivo* gene modification and subsequently differentiated into hepatocytes *in vitro*. The gene corrected hepatocytes or iPSC-derived hepatocyte-like cells are then perfused through the portal vein and engraft next to untreated hepatocytes in the liver. For *in vivo* gene targeting, viral particles or, alternatively, nanoparticles containing nucleases with or without donor template DNA are injected into the patient and are endocytosed by hepatocytes in the liver. Once in the liver, the gene editing tools mediate correction of the IMD in the patient's cells *in vivo*.](yjbm_90_4_553_g04){#F4}
